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Let p be a prime, BP be the Q-spectrum for the Brown-Peterson cohomology 
theory for this prime, BPk its k-th space, F,, the integers mod p, and H,( -) be 
homology mod p. BPk is of course an H-space, so let the superscript (‘) denote the 
component of the identity. Call a Hopf algebra bipolynomial if both it and its dual 
are polynomial algebras. Its structure is uniquely determined by its generators [2]. 

Theorem 1. H,BP& is a bipolynomial Hopf algebra and H*BPodd is an exterior 

algebra. 

Remark. W.S. Wilson proved Theorem 1 in [4]. It is also a corollary of one of the 
proofs in [3]. It follows immediately that H*(BPk; Z) has no torsion. We present 
here a short proof of Theorem 1. 

Proof. Note the following facts: stably, n,BP~Z~,,[o,,uz, . ..I and H,BPz 
Fp[b,,b2,...], deg(uJ=deg(bJ=2(p’-l), see [l]. n,-,BPk=n_kBP and from the 
H-space structure of BPk, we have isomorphisms of Hopf algebras HOBPks 

F,[nOBPk] and H*BPkm HcBPk@ H,BP;. 
The proof employs a technique in [3], namely we compute H,BP, stem by stem 

using the bar spectral sequence 

E * z TorH*BPp(F,,r Fp) = associated grading of H,BP;+ t. 

It is done by induction on stems, and on each stem, by induction on k. We show that 
the number of Hopf algebra generators along each stem remains constant, by 
comparing n*BP with H,BP. Note that dim,,p, nkBP = dim, H,BP. Call this 
integer #(k). Note that a knowledge of H,BPk for *sq enables us to compute 
H*BP;+t for *Iq+ 1. 

All the negative stems are zero by connectivity. For nz0, the n-stem starts with 

HoBP-,,, which is non-zero when n = 2(p - I)m for some m, and zero otherwise. To 
start the induction on each stem, we have Tor of Fp[Zt,,] which is an exterior 
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algebra. Thus for n = 2(p - l)m, QHiBP; _” has a basis with #(n) generators, a fact 
that can also be deduced from the Hurewicz Isomorphism Theorem. In addition, we 
also know that Tor of ZfeBP-, will not have other contributions to QH,BP; _” for 
* > 1. With no extension problems to solve yet, we have QH, BP; _ n = Ht BP; _,,. Let 

#h4=dimFpQH,+k BP;, then we have #(n) = #(n, 1 -n). 
Note that in the n-stem, Hn+k BP; is stable for k> n. In the stable range there 

are no products. Thus Hn+k BPk = QH, t kBPk = H, BP for k > n and therefore, 
#(n)=#(n,k) for k>n. 

The induction on stems start with the zero stem. We compute Ht BP;, which is 
stable and we are finished with the zero stem. Assume that Theorem 1 is true for the 
first n - 1 stems, and true along the n-stem up to BPk_ , , i.e. true for H,BP, for 
q~p- (n - 1) and (4 =p- n and q~k - 1). Note that this implies that all the 
generators we have computed so far lie in the 2(p - l)m-stems for some m. We use 
the bar spectral sequence to compute QHn+k BPk and we solve all the extension 
problems that arise at H,,+kBPk. 

If n # 2(p - l)m, then QH, +k- I BPk_ i = 0 and the spectral sequence computation 
just repeats the previous computations in the lower stems with one higher degree of 
nothing added. Thus no generators arise in H,,+k BP,, and this stem remains barren 
of generators. 

If n =2(p- 1)m and k is odd, then by hypothesis, H,BP;_, is a polynomial 
algebra for *<n + k, with generators in dimensions 2(p - 1)m + k - 1. Thus the first 
n +k- 1 rows of TorH*BPk- i(F,, F,) form an exterior algebra on the suspension of the 
polynomial generators. In that range, the generators reside entirely on the l-column 
and therefore, the spectral sequence collapses in that range. Together with the fact 
that Tor,,n+k=O, we see that there are no extension problems even at the prime 2. 
Thus, for k odd, H*BPk is an exterior algebra for *<n + k and Q : QH,,+k- tBPk_ I z 

QHn+kBPk where Q is homology suspension. Hence, #(n) = #(n, k - 1) = #(n, k). 
If n = 2(p- 1)m and k is even, then as before, the first n + k- 1 rows of 

TorHgBPk- i(F,, FJ form a divided power algebra whose primitive generators are the 
suspension of the generators of H*BPk_ t, i.e. in dimensions 2(p- 1)m + k for 
some m. Thus in that range all the generators in the spectral sequence are in even 
degree and it collapses. We have to solve the extension problem. 

The dual of a divided power algebra is a polynomial algebra, which has no 
extension problems to be solved. Hence, H,BP; is a polynomial algebra for 
*in + k. The E”‘-term in homology is a tensor product of truncated polynomial 
algebras all at height one. By hypothesis, all the extension problems are solved in 
degrees <n + k, with no truncated algebras remaining in those degrees. Notice that if 
a divided power algebra and a polynomial algebra have the same dimension as a 
vector space, then, by the universal property of a polynomial algebra, it has fewer 
number of generators unless both are polynomial and therefore have the same 
number of generators. This remains true in the graded case even if we are dealing 
only with degrees up to n + k as above. Thus we see that the number of generators in 
HnckBPk is the same as that in H,,+k-l BPP_, if no truncation occurs at H,,+kBPk. 
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Otherwise, it definitely increases. Stated differently, #(a k - 1) 5 (n, k) with equality 
if and only if no truncation occurs. Thus if we continue the computation up the 
n-stem, we get a sequence #(n)=#(n,k- l)s#(n,k)s#(n,k+ l)..... But when the 
stem stabilizes at k=n + 1, we know that #(n,n + l)= #(n). Thus no truncation 
could have occured anywhere along the stem. And by induction, we have proved 
Theorem 1. 
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